Zhu Xi’s World-Picture
and the Mythistory of “Imperial Confucianism”
Lionel M. Jensen (Notre Dame, IN)
The setting could not be more appropriate for convening an international scholarly
conference dedicated to consideration of the question, “Confucianism for the 21st
Century?” As well, the timing of our convocation is particularly condign – the centenary of the founding of one of Germany’s first chairs in Sinology.1 The university
chair in East Asian Languages and Cultures at Hamburg’s Institute of Colonial Affairs (“Kolonialinstitut”), was first held by the distinguished diplomat and scholar
Otto Franke (1863–1946), renowned for his multi-volume history of the Chinese
state, Geschichte des Chinesischen Reiches.2
There were several Sinological works completed in the early years at the Kolonialinstitut that are suitable to the work we undertake here in our reflections on
ancient, imperial, and modern Confucianism. For example, if we consider Otto
Franke’s “Studies in the History of Confucian Dogma and the Chinese State Religion: The Problem of the Chunqiu and Dong Zhongshu’s Chunqiu fanlu,”3 now almost 90 years old, our current work on the subject of Confucianisms falls directly
in line.4 Franke’s title for his study of the Chunqiu and his curious assessment of the
provenance of the Zuozhuan ᐜ۩ certified the singular status of Confucianism and
1 I am grateful for this opportunity to join a host of talented scholars to mark the beginning of the University of Hamburg’s second century of distinguished achievement in
Chinese studies. In the preparation of this essay I have benefited from the comments and
criticism of Roger Ames, Susan Blum, Hans van Ess, Thomas Fröhlich, Sophia Katz,
Michael Lackner, Hoyt Tillman, Song Xiaokun, Tu Wei-ming, and Kai Vogelsang. I
wish also to thank Professor Vogelsang, as well as the graduate students and staff of the
University of Hamburg’s Asien-Afrika Institut for the vision and labor essential to the
convening of a most successful international conference.
2 For a candid, perceptive and poignant intellectual profile of Professor Franke, see Brooks
2010. The Hamburg chair was the third academic chair in Sinology founded in Europe,
coming less than a century after the founding of the very first university chairs in history
(1810 at the University of Berlin and 1812 at the Sorbonne). On the institutional emergence of the discipline of history and university chairs, see White 1973, 135–142.
3 Franke 1920.
4 In this account of modern German Sinology I have benefited from several sources:
Brooks 2010, Honey 2000, as well as the history of modern European Sinology I learned
at the hands of my first graduate instructor, George C. Hatch. Jr., who studied under
Wolfgang Franke and Karl Wittfogel at the University of Washington in the 1960s.
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statecraft, a Confucianism that in 1920 was objectively speaking a mere subject of
history, rather than a way of life (as it may once have been). Today, the Chinese
Staatsreligion is still an historical subject, but it has also become a contemporary
force of intellectual seriousness and cultural renewal, encouraged in certain clever
ways by the government and inspirationally advanced by academics, businesspeople,
and citizens. Confucianism is not dead.5 Now, as in Franke’s day, there are ru ݈,
rujia ݈ᇬ, rujiao ݈ᮏ, ruxue ݈ᆮ, but, as it is said in the United States, this is not
your father’s “Confucianism.” This nominal similarity, however, cannot represent
the rivalrous pluralism of the advocates of today’s ru revival, many of whom have
little in common beyond the term ru.6 To invert the familiar phrasing of JeanBaptiste Alphonse Karr (1808–1890): plus c’est la même chose, plus ça change.

5 In a contemporary campaign to rouse its citizens to reconcile the goals of Chinese socialism with capitalist modernization, the Communist Party at times has called on the figure
of Kongzi ᆊᆆ (and ruxue, ݈ᆮ) to inspire a new Chinese cultural nationalism as of the
kind conveyed in Hu Jintao’s (㜗 䭜⏑) promulgation of a ૂ䉆⽴Ր, hexie shehui “harmonious society.” On January 12, 2011, the government officially installed a thirty-one foot
bronze statue of Kongzi on the east side of Tiananmen Square at the northern entrance
to the National Museum offering monumental evidence of its identification of the sage
with the CCP’s public diplomacy brand. Since its publication in 2006 one of the country’s most popular books (now available in an English translation) is Yu Dan’s ӄѯ
Lunyu xinde 䇰䈣ᗹᗍ, a rereading of the Analects and a compendium of the virtues and
moral aphorisms, in the style of William Bennett’s Book of Virtues. Kongzi/ Confucius is
all the rage with a prominently promoted government-sanctioned biopic on Kongzi
(starring the international celebrity Chow Yun-fat ઞ▚Ⲳ) rushed into wider domestic
release in January of 2010 so that it might compete successfully with the US blockbuster
“Avatar,” which opened to immense crowds in Shanghai and Beijing. In the eyes of some
scholars at research institutes and universities, and to a media-savvy public, Confucianism
represents the continuity of a grand civilization and the foundation for a future, postmodern China. On this reiteration of ruxue as the essential civilizing force of China, see
Chen 1988. The cultural nationalism of the Confucian revival, at least in the hands of
Chen Lai et al., resembles the Kongjiao ᆊᮏ (“Confucianity”) enthusiasms of a century
ago, when Kang Youwei ᓭᴿ⛰ (1858–1927) and Liang Qichao ặக䎻 (1873–1929) recommended an international plan of indoctrination based on a new, “refunctioned” educational program centered on Kongzi and the protection of the emperor. The surface
similarity is deceptive, for today’s xinruxue is not, like Kongjiao, a self-conscious adaptation of the missionary ethos of Christianity, nor is it so politically compromised. Instead,
it is made of several different intellectual movements, all of which are nicely laid out in
Makeham 2008. Yet, in both cases a politics of cultural nationalism inspired a problematic re-imagining of the past that disestablished the very authority of claims made by the
early 20th and early 21st century advocates of Confucian revival. See Jensen 2005.
6 Billioud 2007. See also Billioud’s article in this volume.
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The interrogative nature of the conference title, “Confucianism for the 21st
Century?”, seems to convey doubt about the prospects for a New Confucianism
and yet as we all know Confucianism, or rather ruxue ݈ᆮ (and xinruxue ᯦݈ᆮ), is
very much alive in the 21st century among an array of scholars in China and Taiwan, not to mention the United States and Europe. Moreover, with the recent publication of John Makeham’s allusive Lost Soul: “Confucianism” in Contemporary
Chinese Academic Discourse, it is obvious that in the first decade of this century
ruxue is the research locus of multiple energetic investigations. So, I again wonder
about the interrogative character of theme. Yet, I realize in asking the question that
it undoubtedly reflects a longer, and cautious, perspective on the intellectual history
and the institutional place of ruxue along with Kongzi, in twentieth-century history,
a history stretching from 1895 to 1919, to 1949, to 1966, to 1973 up to the present
where ruxue has given way to multiple manifestations of xinruxue.
Arguably, a Confucianism put forward with good faith at any time after China’s
twentieth-century revolutions must be “new” and I should add that the “Confucian” revival (ruxue fuxing ݈ᆮᗟ㠾) of the last twenty years and especially this conference’s theme convey a sense of hope that Confucianism will continue to flourish.7 We return to the question of our theme: will this ruxue endure? That may depend less on politics than one might think, as it is unlikely that the government will
subsequently inaugurate a national campaign to criticize Kongzi and Lin Biao ᷍ᖠ
(1907–1971) or initiate a crackdown on scholars working at the Zhonghua Kongzi
Yanjiusuo ѣ㨥ᆊᆆ⹊ガᡶ (China Confucius Research Institute) for their ideological transgression. Instead, the threat to the flourishing of a 21st century Confucianism may have more to do with the presumption of a special relationship of near
identity between ruxue and Chinese culture itself. One can get a glimpse of this singular identity of politics and culture from a comment by Tu Wei-ming ᶒ㏣᱄ on
the responsibility of public intellectuals in the contemporary moment of Confucianism’s spectacular reinvention:
The revitalization of the Chinese people is not only contained within the political
and economic planes, or strictly confined to cultural news. Even more concretely
speaking, the revitalization of the people should at root be the revitalization of the
people’s culture. The mainstream, core element in the revitalization of the people’s
7 Makeham 2008, 139–148. While providing an encyclopedic accounting of the variety of
ruxue studies today, Makeham indicates that these works lack creativity as philosophy
largely because of a dearth of cross-tradition openness to other philosophic traditions.
This weakness would appear to be fatal to any long-range intention to sustain the vitality
of the current ruxue debates. However, as Billioud and Thoraval have shown in their
fieldwork, the popularity of the non-academic dimensions of contemporary ru studies –
informal study groups, Lunyu 䄌䃔 reading seminars, ritualist sects – ensures such flourishing. See Billioud and Thoraval 2007.
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culture is the revitalization of Confucian thought and the revitalization of Confucian culture. If Confucian thought does not have a new future, if it is not creatively
transformed, then the Chinese people and their culture will also have no future, no
new development. In other words, the fate of Confucian thought is also the future
destiny of the people, whether flourishing or failing, ephemeral or eternal, they are
the same.8

One might cavil with the presumptions behind this bold assertion, yet Tu conveys
here what many contemporary ruxue scholars believe. Indeed, it is just such a declaration of culture/nation heteronomy in ru that offers evidence of the defining
mythistory narrative of imperial Confucianism. This is true insofar as it reflects a
practiced habit of mind that compresses all of China’s historic intellectual pluralism
into a single, key symbol, ruxue. Confucianism in this narrative is a synecdoche
figuratively containing Chinese values and cultural identity while also serving as its
dominant philosophical tradition.9
Certainly, such metaphorical equivalence could not be easily made in the
twelfth century when the figure credited with the “completion (ji dacheng 䳼ཝᡆ)
of Neo-Confucianism,”10 Zhu Xi ᵧ⟯ (1130–1200), advanced a singular conception
of the “legacy of the dao” (daotong 䚉㎧) that would become the ideological skeleton
8 Tu Wei-ming 2002, esp. 28, lines 1 through 4: ѣ≇ᰅⲺགྷުθуਠവӄ᭵⋱θ㔅⎄ቸ
䶘θ䘎ᓊऻᮽौؗᚥȾᴪޭᵢ൦䈪θ≇ᰅགྷުᵢ䋣рᓊ䈛ᱥ≇ᰅᮽौⲺགྷުȾ≇ᰅᮽौ
Ⲻགྷުθެѱ㾷Ⲻ▤⍷θṯᵢⲺᡆ࠼ᱥ݈ᇬᙓᜩⲺགྷުθ݈ᇬᮽौⲺགྷުθ݈ྸٽᇬᙓᜩ
⋗ᴿ᯦Ⲻࢃ䙊⋗ᴿࡑ䙖ᙝⲺ䖢ौθࡏѣ≇ᰅ䇗ެ≇ᰅᮽौҕቧуՐᴿ᯦Ⲻࢃ䙊θ᯦Ⲻਇ
ኋȾᦘ䀶ҁθ݈ᇬᙓᜩⲺળ䘆ᱥф≇ᰅⲺࢃ䙊ળ䘆ԛⴑ㺦⎾䮵㔕жⲺȾFor a different

translation of this passage with an emphasis on the nation, see Makeham 2008, 15. Tu’s
use of Zhonghua minzu (“Chinese people”) is instructive here, conveying a vision of a
broad cultural horizon extending beyond China proper to include all huaqiao 㨥 ܇or
huayi 㨥㼊 “overseas Chinese.” In choosing this phrasing, he avoids a strict nationalist
definition of Chineseness and reinvents the mythistory of the singular relation of ru and
the Chinese imperium.
9 The persistence of the unitary cultural metaphor of Confucianism is something that Sinologists have presumed for more than a century, and this following more than three
centuries of such presumption that began with the publication of the Confucius sinarum
philosophus (Confucius, Philosopher of the Chinese) in 1687. Moreover, this interval of
concern or rather engagement with this entity was from the beginning implicated in specific relations of power marked by the extraterritorial presence of Europeans on Chinese
soil. Jensen 1997, 137–147.
10 Chan 1973. This term “Neo-Confucianism,” once popular among scholars of intellectual
history as a meaningful descriptive term, no longer enjoys such prominence. Instead, reflecting awareness of the plurality of the ru tradition and the non-representational quality
of “Neo-Confucianism,” scholars have employed Romanized terms such as daoxue 䚉ᆮ,
lixue ⨼ᆮ, xinxue ᗹᆮ and of course, ruxue in place of the generic misapprehension.
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of the imperial ritual body of Confucianism. It is this unique complex of culture,
nation, and ruxue unintentionally begun by Zhu and cleverly reinterpreted by Tu
that provides a point of embarkation for the intellectual adventure I propose to undertake. The central arguments of the essay will develop in several aspects:
1) an explanation of the term mythistory and its suitability in describing the conventional accounts of Confucianism;
2) a consideration of the concept “imperial Confucianism”;
3) the world and “world-picture” of Zhu Xi;
4) the conjunction of philosophy and folkways in Zhu Xi’s legacy of the dao;
5) Qi and the cosmogony of legacy of the dao; and
6) a concluding reflection that attempts to account for the consequences for Chinese intellectual history of its misapprehension of the mythistory of imperial
Confucianism.
Each of these episodes of the presentation are intended as objects of montage, their
juxtaposition organized visually, without the guidance of chronology so much as by
the interest in disclosing the difficulties of our inherited representations of the Confucian tradition alongside a reappraisal of the mythistory of contemporary ruxue
juxtaposed with that of the founders of daoxue.

1 Mythistory: An Explanation
A myth is a story that is sacred to and shared by a group of people who find their
most important meanings in it; it is a story believed to have been composed in the
past about an event in the past, or more rarely, in the future, an event that continues
to have meaning in the present because it is remembered.
Wendy Doniger O’Flaherty

The preceding overture was scored on a theme of Confucianism’s symbolic summary of Chineseness – arguably the most common reductive nomination in reference to China, because all things traditional and all things imperial are usually identified by the broader public as “Confucian.” This is strictly a category mistake, for
these entities are not so reducible and/or equivalent. As Edward Davis has argued,
the story of a dominant state ideology of imperial Confucianism is the result of “an
abiding essentialist, and largely nonrational conviction that Chinese civilization and
culture are synonymous with something called ‘Confucianism’.”11 Yet, for the purposes of this essay I propose that this synecdochal reduction stand as an example of
a myth that has passed into history – so, mythistory.12 My use of mythistory is nei11 Davis 2001, 5.
12 An example of mythistory to which we might immediately relate is the concept of
“imagined community” employed by Benedict Anderson (2006) in accounting for the
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ther flippant nor pejorative. Moreover, it does not mean that I do not believe in the
possibility of historical fact. What it does mean is that a great deal of what we have
taken as history, especially with Confucianism as foundational to the imperial state
or uniquely symbolic of Chinese culture, is more akin to myth or story. Admitting
this does not make “imperial Confucianism” meaningless, only meaningful in a
manner very different than has been customary.
And, as I will assert below, the indecipherability of myth and history evident in
the synonymy of imperial Confucianism may be observed in a twelfth-century
Chinese mythistorical narrative from which was drawn the charter of the daoxue
fellowship.13 It would serve us well as interpreters of mythistory to be mindful of
this similarity for, according to David Carr: “historical narrative is an extension by
other means, and to some extent with different attitudes, of historical existence itself.
To tell the story of a community is simply to continue, at a somewhat more reflective and usually more retrospective level the story-telling process through which the
community constitutes itself and its actions.”14
From the perspective of storytelling the idea of a covalent relation of myth and
history is not new, having been a special concern of Herodotus (ca. 484–425 BCE)
and Thucydides (ca. 460–395), not to mention Sima Qian ਮ俢䚭 (145–86), but my
use of mythistory here owes much to William McNeil, who in writing in response
to the question “what is truth” became prominently associated with this hybrid
term:
Still, what seems wise and true to me seems irrelevant obfuscation to others. Only
time can settle the issue, presumably by outmoding my ideas and my critics’ as well.
Unalterable and eternal Truth remains like the Kingdom of Heaven, an eschatological hope. Mythistory is what we actually have – a useful instrument for piloting
human groups in their encounters with one another and with the natural environment. To be a truth-seeking mythographer is therefore a high and serious calling, for
what a group of people knows and believes about the past channels expectations and
ideological power of nationalism. In the Chinese case, an esteemed mythistorical exemplar is Qinshi huangdi’s persecution of ru as told in the fabulist tales of the “burning of
the books and the burial of the scholars” in the “Qinshihuang benji” 〜ခⲽᵢ㌶ of the
Shiji ਨ䁎.
13 The charter is meant as a foundational narrative like a charter myth such as the Zhou ઞ
tianming ཟળ (“command of the ascendant”) narrative. Here the charter refers specifically to the “Counsels of Yu,” which Zhu Xi took as the core message contained within
the mysteries of the Zhongyong ѣᓮ. Furthermore he claimed (see below) this was the
definitive inheritance of the lineage of such antique heroes as the shengwang 㚌⧁ Yao 
and Shun 㡒 that was saved from perdition by the daoxue fellowship. “Da Yu mo,” ཝ
䅞, in Shangshu zhengyi, 53.2.
14 Carr 1986, 177.
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affects the decisions on which their lives, their fortunes, and their sacred honor all
depend.15

The allusion in the final line to the Declaration of Independence makes explicit a
belief, as Joseph Mali puts it, that “the explanation of human actions in history
must always include…an attempt to recover and interpret the subjective meanings
of these actions from the point of view of the agents performing them, even if, and
especially when, these meanings are immemorial.”16
In my efforts to get at the subjective impulses of mythistorical agency, I have
found a common sentiment of loss. Indeed, reading selected texts of Kongzi, Han
Yu 三 (768–824), Cheng Yichuan ぁ乚ᐓ (1033–1107), Zhu Xi, and Dai Zhen ᡪ
䴽 (1724–1777) the sense of loss or regret is prominent.17 The interest in understanding that loss and the response of the afflicted has made me especially aware of the
context beyond the texts through which we have conventionally narrated these
lives. The loss of family members, loss of heritage, forced refuge, alienation from
the heroes of antiquity, the failure of social norms and literary practice to transmit
classical values, the loss of the zhongyuan ѣ at the hands of conquerors,18 even the
visceral distaste for supersession of ancient prose (guwen ਚᮽ)19 by pianwen 倘ᮽ
were strongly held beliefs and commonly conveyed in the language of jeremiad or
lamentation. Each of these figures generated responses to this sorrowful recession –
their historical predicament – and sought redemption for themselves in a mythis15 McNeill 1986, 8–10.
16 Mali 2003, 23. Here immemorial means presumptive, not proven, and recalls that mythistory’s cogency is more a product of repetition than authenticity or “truth” of a claim.
17 Lunyu zhengyi, 129. “A gu not used as a gu. Alas, the gu!” A tone of lamentation courses
through a number of the tributaries of the river that is the Lunyu: Kongzi stands a
prophet without honor in his own country, who no one, save Yan Hui 亅ഔ, can understand. He is an itinerant persuader – liminal – on the outside looking in at the ministers
and rulers who govern their kingdoms.
18 This was a theme common to scholarly concern in the Southern Song, the intensity of
which made it a magnificent obsession with many shidafu ༡ཝཡ who demanded huifu
ᚘᗟ “recovery of the territories.” Their position was especially well articulated by Chen
Liang (1143–1194), when he complained in an 1178 memorial to the throne: “Is it at all
conceivable that such a country could be violated by the perverse qi ≙ of the barbarians?
Unfortunately, it has now been so violated; violated to the degree that we have taken the
Central Kingdom and civilization and lodged them in this remote peripheral place…” See
Tillman 1982, 173.
19 The literary reform movement of the Northern Song, with its heroic elevation of the
guwen prose essays of Han Yu was ideologically organized as just such a jeremiad against
the popularity of pianwen or mutant style, unconducive to the transmission of moral
learning. Han Yu 三, “Yuan dao” 䚉, in Gu and Xu 1992. See also Hatch, 1972, 133–
156.
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tory of the past, “delivering their bodies unto ink and brush, and materializing their
thoughts in tablets and collections.”20 This corporeal quality of desire’s embeddedness in the text – an instance of mythistory – will be a principal concern when we
turn to Zhu Xi, but this moment must follow from further consideration of imperial Confucianism and its legendary association with the voluminous classicism of
Zhu.

2 Imperial Confucianism: A Mythistory
For a suitable frame of reference for the modern understanding of the mythistorical
“imperial Confucianism,” one can call on James Legge’s lectures on this very topic
in the spring of 1877. In the published text Legge placed special emphasis on the
Qing dynasty promulgation of the Sacred Edict (Shengyu 㚌䄣): “Sixteen Maxims”
(shiliu yu ॷޣ䃔) by the Supreme Lord Kangxi ᓭ⟏ (r. 1662–1722) in 1670.21 Coming less than two decades after the government’s educational edict requiring exclusive reliance on the classical commentaries of Zhu Xi, the Shengyu was a political
wager on the prospects of forging ideological uniformity among a diverse and embittered citizenry. At the same time, Kangxi confessed an abiding personal pleasure
in reading Zhu Xi’s many works and in an edict of 1712 offered an account as good
as any of the central place of Zhu in the mythistory of imperial Confucianism:
Only the Song ru, Master Zhu, in all the books he wrote or compiled which comment on the multitude of the Classics and expound the dao and pattern, is always
clear and distinct. […] In my opinion, of those who advanced culture after Kongzi
and Mengzi, the merits of Master Zhu are the most far-reaching.22

The Shengyu maxims were promoted with even greater force under the Yongzheng
䴃↙ Supreme Lord (r. 1723–1735), who in 1724 published a 10,000-graph amplification (guangxun ᔙ䁀) of Kangxi’s Sacred Edict, in which he relied heavily, like his
father, Kangxi, upon the authority of Zhu Xi in amplifying the significance of such
original maxims as “6. Promote education to improve the habits of scholars” and

20 Cao Pi ᴯы (187–226), Dianlun. Lunwen ޮ䄌—䄌ᮽ (Authoritative Discourses: On Writing), quoted in Connery 1996, 169. Dramatic as the wording is here, it captures the real
adversity for poets under duress of persecution while echoing the common refrain of
lamentation.
21 Legge 1878.
22 Da Qing lichao shilu, Shengzu 249, 7v–8r. As further evidence of the critical role of the
commentaries of Zhu Xi on the learning of imperial rulers, in this case that of Zhu Yijun
ᵧ㘀䡔 (Ming Shenzong ᱄⾔ᇍ, r. 1572–1620, Wanli 㩢 Supreme Lord) as taught by
Zhang Juzheng ᕫቻ↙ (1525–1582), see Huang 1981, 75–102.
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“7. Extirpate heresy to honor orthodoxy.” 23 In his commentary on the latter,
Yongzheng inveighs against Buddhism as heterodox and cites the expected authority in rendering dismissive judgment, “Therefore Master Zhu of the Song dynasty
said, ‘Buddhism does not concern itself with anything within the four quadrates of
the cosmos, other than the heart.’”24
By the time of the guangxun the Qing government had already constructed a
grand architecture of ideological persuasion known as the xiangyue 䜿㌺ or village
covenant.25 Thus, the Shengyu and the Shengyu guangxun became the fundamental
texts of an imperially sponsored program of public lectures and exhortation that
was used with varying efficacy by imperial authorities to secure control over the
rural populace. In a manner that complemented the periodicity of popular temple
rites, meetings were held at the village jiangyue suo 䅑㌺ᡶ (a public meeting site required by imperial fiat) on the first and fifteenth of every month at which the actions of local villagers – both meritorious and malevolent – were recognized. The
Covenant Preceptor (yuezheng ㌺᭵) and his assistants (appointed by the government but recommended by locals) would read one of the Sixteen Maxims aloud and
elaborate upon its significance for the assembled inculcating the moral precepts and
economic principles of ru orthodoxy.26 From the eighteenth-century vantage of the
Forbidden City, Zhu Xi’s clarity of doctrine was unsurpassed, his commentaries the
moral mortar binding the stones of the imperium and the minds of its people. The
convergence of popular exposition of imperial doctrine and a bureaucratic selection
23 Wang Youpu ⧁৾ (1681–1760), ed., Shengyu guangxun zhijie 㚌䄣ᔙ䁀ᘍㇶ, in Baller
1924, 62, 72.
24 Baller 1924, 75. Here Yongzheng is not quoting any passage with which I am familiar;
however, his caustic comment only slightly exaggerates Zhu Xi’s actual criticism of Buddhist teaching as solipsistic and unengaged with the somatic resonance of self and world.
For critical comments consonant with Yongzheng’s paraphrase, see Zhu Xi, “Shishi lun”
䠁≅䄌, in Zhuzi wenji, bieji ࡛䳼 8.1934.2–1936.1.
25 This term enjoyed several centuries of use before its specific refunctioning by the Qing.
Xiangyue was a local model for self-government, economic autarchy and moral education
first conceived by Lu Dajun ཝ䡔 (1031–1082) and published in 1077 as Lüshi xiangyue
≅䜿㌺. Zhu Xi took a particular interest in this model and from it conceived of a
more hierarchically structured alternative that he proposed in his “additions and deletions” on the original work, Zengsun Lüshi xiangyue ໔ᩃ≅䜿㌺. See Zhuzi wenji
7.1376.1–1379.2.
26 Hsiao 1967, 184–194. The Qing imperial conception of the village covenant, including
the mechanisms for appointment of its officials and the timing of lectures and discussion,
was closely modeled on Zhu Xi’s directives set out in Zengsun Lüshi xiangyue. However,
in practice, the nineteenth-century xiangyue program resembled more the social control
and ideological conformity enterprise of a colonial power, like the French in Indochina.
On this internal colonialism of the Qing, see Lam 2011.
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system based on mastery of Zhu’s recensions and commentaries on the Five Classics and the Four Books makes clear why Legge took this moment as the symbol of
an imperial Confucianism.
Another perspective on Confucianism, this from a century ago, draws us closer
to the manifold complex of religion, society, and the imperial state (in effect,
Franke’s Staatsreligion) articulating, as it does, the conventional state civil religion
named by the celebrated symbol:
Confucianism is a religion in a double sense. Confucius stood throughout on the
platform of the ancient national religion of China and shared most of the beliefs of
the countrymen of that age. His entire moral system has its roots in the most essential factor of this religion, ancestor worship; in the absolute faith in an almighty and
supreme ruler, the Deity of Heaven; and in the unchangeable will of destiny. He
sanctioned and adopted the whole system of ancient rites including the complicated
ceremonial of burial and mourning. All this is religion. It is a religion, the fruit and
final logical consequence of which is moral instruction, and which terminates in the
exposition of the principles of good government and the sane laws of the family, not in
the sense of an abstract civil law, but always imbued with a deep religious character.27

With his version of the story Berthold Laufer (1874–1934) makes evident the very
connections of nation, culture, and ru adumbrated above by Tu Wei-ming, stressing
the special proportion of Confucianism’s secular and religious aspects along with
the moral enfranchisement of the citizenry. In Laufer’s words one can discern an
admiration for this balance of sacred and profane, appreciation reminiscent of Matteo Ricci (1552–1610) and the first Jesuit missionaries, who as well admired the
moral power of the civil religion practiced in the name of “Confutio” or “Confutius,” even as they overlooked the spectacle of plural cultures, faiths, and languages
comprising the seventeenth-century empire. And, in this last respect I should note
that Ricci’s analysis of Chinese language in the Storia (the official history of the entrance of the mission into China) reinforced the conceptual resolution by later
European lay scholars of the vectors of a singular state and its manifold cultures:
It happens in China that even in the same province there is one local language, and
often more than one, which is not reciprocally understood; however, with a shared
script and written texts there is a basis for communication. Among these various dialects there is one called guanhua [ᇎ䂧] that is to say the administrative vernacular,
because it is normally used in courts and tribunals, and is very easily learned
throughout the different provinces merely as a result of common use.28

27 Laufer 1912, 6.
28 D’Elia 1942, 37–38: “E dentro della stessa Cina, che in ogni provincia vi è una lingua propria e molte volte più di una, non intesa dalle altre; e con tutto con lettera e libri tutto è
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These varied testimonies are but different routes along the same symbolic water,
water whose course narrows rather than expands as it flows, plural cultures and
religions dissolving in the current. From this water, we must draw ourselves in order to approach the lived experience of the figure on whom we have, like Kangxi
and so many numberless others under his dynasty’s long tutelage, relied for transit
to the works of hallowed antiquity: Zhu Xi. Plus c’est la même chose, plus ça change.

3 Getting at the World of Zhu Xi
Born in 1130, three years after the defeat of the Song armies by the Jurchens and the
humiliating retreat of the ruling Zhao clan to Lin’an 㠞ᆿ (xingzai 㺂൞, “the temporary resting place of the imperial carriage”), Zhu Xi grew into a lifeworld of tumult. We are familiar with the narrative of transformation that preceded and exacerbated it, for this, too, is part – in fact a very critical part – of our twentiethcentury mythistory of the Song period. The economic, political, and social events
of eleventh- and twelfth-century China accelerated a seismic shift in the landscape of
its traditional society – rapid commercialization of the economy, greatly increased
productivity of arable land, the decline of a millennially persistent northern aristocracy and its replacement by a burgeoning class of new bureaucrats from the south, a
widespread and practicably rational system of civil service selection, significant
population growth and urbanization, and a rise in literacy consonant with a technical, cultural revolution in the organization and dissemination of knowledge.29 In
this final respect, the turmoil of the twelfth century brought a marked expansion of
the number of books, as handwritten manuscript works were challenged by the
growth in printed texts of every sort, multiply reproduced through more efficient
and productive xylography.30
una medesima cosa. Con tutta questa varietà di lingue, ve ne è una che chiamano cuonhoa
[ᇎ䂧], che vuol dire lingua forense, di che si usa nelle audientie e tribunali, la quale si impara molto facilmente in ogni provincia con il solo uso; e così sino alli putti e le donne
sanno tanto di questa che possono trattare con ogni persona di altra provincia.”
29 Two prominent examples of this modernist interpretive default of cultural crisis and
commercial revolution are found in Ebrey and Gregory 1993, 3–6, and Haeger 1975, 1–
12. For the economic demographic portrait, see Ma 1971, 106–164. The best summary of
the intellectual dynamics and challenges of the daoxue 䚉ᆮ and lixue ⨼ᆮ rise to national
prominence amidst this convulsion, see Tillman 1992, 1–18.
30 To offer an impression of the dramatic character of the medieval changes in book production, Susan Cherniack notes that the “average size of major private libraries tripled
and quadrupled.” See Cherniack 1994, 56. However, it is important not to exaggerate the
momentousness of the Southern Song in the expansion of xylographic imprints at the
expense of manuscript copies, which still outnumbered printed versions. For a more
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So the conventional portrait goes, but there are other details just as deserving of
notice in the account. These have only recently acquired the prominence they deserve in the mythistory of the middle period. The Song was, as well, a period of
rivalrously diverse doctrinal formulation more than doctrinal completion, one that
witnessed efforts within each of the more prominent religious traditions to forge an
orthodox discourse and practice; the most prominent of these by dint of modern
scholarly production was “Neo-Confucianism.”31 Such efforts could only be under
way in an era where cultural pluralism and social dislocation were explicit, so pronounced that social divisions were in many places indistinct. Richard von Glahn has
provided a memorable depiction of the diverse, frenetic movements of this Song
religious landscape:
The Song period witnessed momentous changes in religious culture…Yet the vernacularization of ritual and communication with the divine, in addition to the development of new liturgical practices for laity in both Buddhism and Daoism, gave
ordinary people greater access to the gods. Elaborate hierarchies of gods and cults
were constructed in response to changes in social life and religious needs, and these
cults in turn transformed the religious landscape, redefining ritual time (festival) and
space (temple). The diffusion of religious lore accelerated through the spread of the
printed word and image, while the greater mobility of society was echoed by the expanded circulation of cults and worthies.32

The widening dissemination of lore and literacy moved out along the riverine arteries of the southern empire from Fujian and Zhejiang, spread as well by scholars like
Zhu Xi who created a novel network of cult and pilgrimage centered on inspired
local officials, early exemplars of daoxue, and the ancient founders of the ru tradition.

conservative view of the timing of imperial China’s “revolution in print capitalism,” see
McDermott 2005, esp. 56–67. See also Twitchett 1983, 30–79.
31 In his recent survey Peter Bol (2008, 78–79) illustrates the obvious significance of the
Song era lixue and daoxue fellowships while assimilating their intellectual pluralism into
doctrinal unity: “‘Neo-Confucian’ refers to people who identified themselves as participants in intellectual streams that emerged from the philosophical teachings of the eleventh-century brothers Cheng Yi and Cheng Hao; to the doctrines on human morality,
human nature, and the cosmos developed from that foundation; and to the social activities that linked adherents of these views together and allowed them to put their ideas into
practice. ‘Neo-Confucianism’ is a modern, foreign term. […] The English term also recognizes that its proponents thought of themselves as Ru, a term commonly translated as
‘Confucians,’ and as possessing the true understanding of the teachings of Confucius,
while allowing us to view them as ‘new’ and different in important ways.”
32 Glahn 2004, 179.
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Song social mobility, especially marked among the expanding ranks of a professional, educated elite (shidafu) bent on government service, was ensured through
examination success and status-strategic genealogies (shixi ь㌱). Insofar as Song elites sometimes fashioned descent claims from prominent figures to whom they may
not have been related, time and space were also reconfigured by the creative use of
the genealogical register of real and invented agnatic relations. Genealogies, whether
invented or “real,” were not confined to the inner chambers of the home, but were
public documents of great import in securing a properly prestigious alliance with
families of rank. The genealogical register functioned as an organizational technology, a tool of lineage formation common in this era, especially after the conquest of
the north.33 Because of the immediacy of their appeal and the manner in which
their invocation marked inclusive space, the images of the family and clan exerted a
compelling explanatory power. Lines of descent, names inscribed on tablets, offerings placed in the ancestral hall or temple, personating the dead34 to hear their
voices: these were the markers of identity, the immediate and sensuous texture of a
community of visible and invisible bound in rite, intercession, prayer, and sacrifice:
a memorial register of loss intimately joined to the aspiration for gain.
The signal developments of economy, politics, religion, and society are what
made the Southern Song, particularly the region of the southeast, where so many
fled following the downfall of the dynasty, very distinct. Because Zhu Xi did not
enjoy a career at court but lived much of his life in rural Fujian serving out meager
temple sinecures,35 he made his home in this very different locale, and imbibed the
complex social and religious character of its culture. The consequences of these diverse local influences for the particular development of his philosophical mind
would prove significant as we will learn below.36
33 The popularity of these documents complemented the steady growth of printed works.
On the use of shixi as an organizational technology, see Fried 1970, 11–36. On Southern
Song genealogical practice, see Hymes 1986, esp. 113–123, and also Bossler 1998, 176–213,
esp. 204–211, who provides a critical corrective to Hymes’s lineage orientation concept.
34 Carr 1985, esp. 15–30.
35 Zhu’s career practice was in no way extraordinary in this regard. Some time ago Liu
Ts’un-yan observed a pattern of sorts in this respect, noting how a number of prominent
lixue and daoxue figures performed their official duties in Daoist as well as Buddhist temples. See Liu 1984a, esp. 21–39.
36 I am not alluding here to the conventional depiction of Zhu’s intellectual development
out of an early, youthful dalliance with Daoism and Buddhism as he came under the instruction of Li Tong ᶄ( Yanping ᔬᒩ, 1093–1163). Instead, I am suggesting that we
understand his philosophy as crafted out of his local, very real experience with mantic
forces, forces that he believed in and which he would attempt to explain in his grand
metaphysical complex of li and qi. This is a matter of immediate context rather than ideology or persuasion. The common inattention to this thicker physical and psychic comOE 49 (2010)
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And, unlike his avowed master, Kongzi, who putatively stated a predilection to
keep spirits at a remove,37 Zhu Xi was keenly aware of their ubiquity – ancestors,
inspired forebears, tutelary deities, mountain and water sprites as he discloses here
in an exposition for his students: “monsters of the mountains are called kui and
wangliang; the monsters of the water are called long and wangxiang; and monsters
of the earth are called fenyang.”38 The folklore surrounding these beasts can be
found in texts of the Warring Kingdoms as well as the Han, so Zhu’s acknowledgment of them here is an assertion of fact for his inquiring audience. He held the
worldview of his time and it was from its features that he developed the philosophical conception that latter-day interpreters know as “Neo-Confucianism.” Other
passages, indeed quite a few others, bring us closer to the sensitivity of his understanding of the spiritual agency of the physical world. Here Zhu “responds” to a
student’s inquiry about the activity of gui 兲 and shen ⾔:
Rain, wind, dew, lightning, sun, moon, day and night: all of these are traces of demons and spirits. These are the fair, even, correct, and straight demons and spirits of
the bright day. As when it is said if there are howls near a bridge, knocking in the
chest, this is what is called the incorrect wicked and obscure; some exist, some do
not, some go, some come; some concentrate and some disperse. There are also sayings that in praying to them, there is a response, and in addressing a wish to them, it
is granted. All of these sayings about demons and spirits have the same principle (⨼).
The countless events of this world all have this principle; what distinguishes them
are the qualities of their being exquisite or coarse, small or large. [He] further said:
“Because they have these effects they are called demons and spirits, and [they] are
visible.”39

The passage reflects a confident grasp of cause and effect and while one might regard
it as quaint in its “superstition” it is best to recognize it as pertaining to a different
kind of understanding. Language of this kind is not merely poetic, but fundamentally unlike our own. We are reminded in these instances of the bodily, gestural fact
of language and its immediate presence in the physical world of sight, smell, sound
plex of twelfth-century rural life, a consequence of a presumption that “context” refers
only to economic, intellectual, political, and social realities, hobbles understanding. See
Jensen, “Lost and Found in Tradition: The Mythistories of Confucianism,” ms. ch. 4.
37 Lunyu zhengyi, 126. The key passage from Book 6, Chapter 22 reads: ᮢ兲⾔㙂䚖ҁθਥ
䄸⸛⸙Ⱦ“To respect ghosts and spirits and yet remain distant from them, this may be
deemed wisdom.”
38 Zhuzi yulei 3.37: ᆊᆆᴦφćḆ㚔ኧҁᙠᴦཊ冃冄θ≪ҁᙠᴦ嗃㖊䊗θൕҁᙠᴦ㗫㗀ȾĈ
39 Zhuzi yulei 3.34–35: 䴞仞䵨䴭θᰛᴾᲓདྷθ↚兲⾔䐗ҕθ↚ᱥⲳᰛޢᒩ↙ҁ兲⾔Ⱦ㤛ᡶ
䄸ᴿ᯲ặθ䀮᯲㜮θ↚ࡽᡶ䄸у↙䛠θᡌᴿᡌ❗θᡌৱᡌּθᡌ㚐ᡌᮙ㘻Ⱦ৾ᴿᡶ䄸
ҁ㙂θ⽾ҁ㙂⦨θ↚Ӝᡶ䄸兲⾔θੂж⨼ҕȾь䯉㩢ӁⲼ↚⨼θռ㋴㋍ቅཝҁуੂ
⡴Ⱦ৾ᴦφԛࣕ⭞䄸ҁ兲⾔Ⱦ↚ԛ㿁Ⱦ
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even texture.40 In light of the far greater volume of Zhu’s classical commentary, philosophy, and literature with which we are so familiar, passages of this nature are
salient because strange. Yet, similar language is found throughout Zhu Xi’s corpus
especially in the vernacular reconstructions of the Zhuzi yulei, where juan 3 on gui
and shen is one of the longer ones in the entire collection.
In this instance we can recognize the familiar marks of Zhu’s rational dualism in
his explanation of the universe’s latent moral complex (li ⨼). Yet, at the same time
the passage discloses a connectedness with the real world that we can only approximate by identifying it as a “religious” sense. In other instances of his commentary on natural phenomena we might employ the terms “primitive mentality,” or
“pre-logical thinking” to account for Zhu’s sensuous embeddedness:
[His students] were discussing the affair in which the Purple Maiden spirit had been
invited to recite some verse and [Zhu Xi] said: “When they invited her to appear in
the flesh, a little girl from the household appeared – we don’t know what this is. Just
as in Quzhou 㺘ᐔ there was a man worshipping a certain spirit who simply recorded a list of inquiries on paper and sealed it in an envelope in front of the spirit’s
temple. After a little time passed, he opened up the sealed list and on the paper he
found the answers to his inquiries.”41

In the first instance the context is one of summoning the Purple Maiden to assume
bodily form (zhengshen chujian ↙䓡࠰㿁) and in response the spirit appears as a girl
from the household who speaks for the summoned being. In a sentence this is spirit
possession, and the standard call and response dynamic joining the visible and invisible worlds. The second event, like the first, is hearsay concerning an instance of
spirit writing.
The seriousness with which he approached these matters is evident in the inclusion of a portion of his complete literary collection devoted to prayers and invocations accompanying sacrifice. One finds here prayers for rain, self-admonishment
and confession and a number of intercessions in which Zhu summons the dead,
usually revered ancient figures, like Kongzi and Mengzi. The language is highly
scripted, in agreement with the rhetorical practice of prayer and petition, but what
40 On the animistic properties of the written text, see Abram 1996, 93–135.
41 Zhuzi yulei 3.54: 䄌䄁㍡ဇ⾔䂟ҁӁᴦφӜᴿ䄁ᗍ↙䓡࠰㿁θެᇬቅྩᆆ㿁Ăу⸛↚ᱥ
⢟Ⱦъྸ㺘ᐔθᴿжㆽӰӁжㆽ⾔ਠ䤺ᡶஅӁⴤ᯲㍏㙂ሷҁ⾖ࢃȾቇ䯉䯁ሷθ㙂㍏ѣ㠠
ᴿㆊ䃔ȾThe disciples seek a philosophical explanation here for stories and legends per-

taining to the phenomenon of automatic writing. This is clearly an instance of the inclusion of antecedent zhiguai ᘍᙠ material into the “transcripts” of oral conversations, and
is reminiscent of the popular biji ㅼ䁎 genre exemplified by Hong Mai’s ⍠䚷 (1123–1202)
Yijian zhi ᘍ wherein the anecdotal, the observed, and the experienced were often
wonderfully intermingled.
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is intended in these lines is not for the eyes of the living but for the ears of the dead.
Virtually all of these inscriptions are identified by Zhu as gao , a “report,” and in
using this term he calls, quite self-consciously, on a divinatory and exorcistic language employed to speak directly to the dead that has been used by Chinese for
thousands of years.42 One shouts or reports (gao) to spirits and ghosts in the delicate
interlocution that sustains living and dead, as in this report of 1181 when Zhu Xi
held a post as prefect in Nankang and in a period of self-doubt sought direct advice
from Kongzi:
“Transcript of a Report to the First Sage on the Offense of Toileting a Student”
I, Xi, am not a worthy man. I have been recently appointed as an official overseeing
this county, and thus became responsible for directing school affairs here. However
my behavior and ability are so meager and my ministering and teaching cannot be
trusted. Of the students under my tutelage there is one [who will remain] nameless
who, because of his poor behavior, was deputed to clean the latrines. I (⟯) believe
that because I have been unable to put the dao into practice and have not been able
to lead and shape others, matters have come to this. Furthermore, because I did not
establish proper regulations from the start, I disciplined [this student] with subjugation. I am reporting to the First Sage and First Teacher to seek direction in rectifying
school rules and in employing the punishment of public disgrace to shame the students. [As it is written] “a cane is used to instruct and to punish” and “two canes are
effective in bestowing awe”: these are models that the First Sage and First Teacher
left to later generations in order that they could administer schools. As we entreat
the First Sage, First Teacher from above to draw near, I, Xi, dare place my palms on
the ground and bow.43

I suspect that many scholars, noting the scripted honorifics of such reports, chose to
take these passages as merely formulaic and thus passed over them. However, there
42 On the appearance of gao or “telling ritual” in Dong Zuobin’s 㪙֒䌉 Period V inscriptions of the Shang, see Chang 1995, 70–71. On a number of excavated oracle bones from
the Shang there is a notation ergao “a second report” that is linked to the verification of
prognostication performed by the king. Considering that the divination was identified as
a “telling ritual” it is reasonable to presume that the notation refers to a second report received from the ancestors to the charge of the living Shang king – an audible confirmation of the ancestors’ receipt of the message.
43 Zhu Xi, “Ping dizi fugao xiansheng wen” ኅᕕᆆ䋖ݾ㚌ᮽ (in: Zhuzi wenji 86.1543.1–2):
⟯у㛌Ⱦᱞԛᐹ㺙䄮⭕᧞⛰↚㑙θ㙂ᗍ৹㚳ެᆮӁȾ㙂㺂㜳ሗⓛ⋱ᮏуᆐȾᡶ乎ᕕᆆ
䋖ᴿḆḆ㘻ѹ⛰┑នҁ㺂ԛ⓭ᴿਮȾ⟯㠠᜕䓡у㺂䚉❗ԛ⦽फެӰֵ㠩᯲↚Ⱦ৾у㜳㳚
↙ࡇ䗕ԛᕾ⋱ҁࡽᱥᗩࡇޟᕑ㙂༡ҁу⦽㘻㍸❗⾷ҕȾᱥ᭻ӄݾ㚌ݾᑡ䄁↙ᆮࡽ᚛ԛ᱄
ࡇȾཡᢇ֒ᮏࡇ㙂ӂ⢟ԛ᭬ެ့φരݾ㚌ݾᑡᆮṗҁ᭵ᡶԛ䚰ᗂь⌋ҕȾݾ㚌ݾᑡ㠞ҁ
൞р⟯ᮘуᤒᢁび俌ȾSee also Tillman 2004, 502. These disciplines to encourage proper

deportment should be understood as figurative attributions to Kongzi.
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is greater reason to look again at the rhetoric of the “termina technica” of the oracular embedded in the ritual everyday of spiritual encounter.44
The cult of the dead was active in the homes of Fujianese peasants as well as that
of its elites and, as Liao Hsien-huei ማ૮ has shown, the Southern Song was
marked by heightened concern about ancestors and their influence on the fate of
the living.45 A modest portion of chapter 90 of the Zhuzi yulei contains several reconstructions of energetic conversations between Zhu and his students on matters
of spirit possession or the personation of the dead (shi ቮ), a brief sample of which
illustrates its operation and the reasons for its efficacy according to Zhu:
The ancients used a personator (shi) when sacrificing to the dead. And, because the
descendants carry on the life of their ancestors, the personator shares in the life of
the dead person and the ancestor’s soul necessarily descends into his descendent, remaining there to relish the sacrifice. Today among the Manyi (barbarians) there are
those who still use personators.46

The metaphor of genealogy was made from a language of immediacy in order to
reconstruct the bloodlines of intellectual affinity in what Zhu termed the daotong 䚉
㎧, the “legacy of the way.” The terms daotong and daoxue 䚉ᆮ (learning of the way)
have brought him equally voluminous amounts of encomium and opprobrium
from Chinese literati and from scholars of Chinese thought. In fact, although Zhu’s
conception of the authoritative handing down of Kongzi’s teachings may have been
appropriated from Buddhism (the affinitive transmission of mind [chuanxin ۩ᗹ]
from patriarch to disciple in Chan), 47 his definitive statements concerning the
transmission of the way were actually construed through the language and natural
ecology of the ancestral cult, specifically invoking the force of qi as guarantor of the
implicit agreement between living and the dead:
Someone asked: “With a person’s death I do not know whether or not the ethereal
and the terrestrial souls disperse. [Do they?]” [Zhu] said: “They do disperse.” Someone asked: “How about the descendants’ sacrifice, can this elicit summoning?” [He]
said: “In the end the descendants are of the same qi ≙(vital vapor) as the ancestors.
So even though the ancestors’ vital vapor may have dispersed, their roots exist right
here; by fully exercising sincerity and reverence we are able to summon their vital
44 Strickmann 2005, 1–6, 87–97.
45 Liao 2001, 293: “Believing that the inhabitants of the unseen world possessed the power
to interfere in the lives of both the living and the dead, and constantly engaging in intimate contact with supernatural beings, the Song elite, like the common people, played a
significant role in the development of popular religion.”
46 Zhuzi yulei 6.2292–2293: ਚӰ⭞ቮθᵢ㠽↱㘻ᱥж≙θ৾ԛ⭕Ӱ㋴⾔ৱӚԌ䛙㋴⾔θᱥ
ᴹ䱺㪍ⅼӡȾᶒև䃠ਚӰ䌠ᵪθቮ⛰䶔ȾԀ㹱ѣ⥬ᴿ⭞ቮ㘻Ⱦ

47 This is the argument of Thomas Wilson (1995, 77–91).
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vapor so that it coalesces right here. It’s the same with water and waves: the later water is not the earlier water, the later waves are not the earlier waves; and yet all of it is
just the same water and waves. The relationship between the vital vapor of descendants and that of ancestors is just like this. The ancestors’ vital vapor may promptly
disperse of itself, yet their root exists right here; the fact is that we are able to induce
their vital vapor into coalescing right here.48

By acting to “familialize,” as it were, the legacy of the way, Zhu tried to overcome
the texts themselves, thus allegorizing a living link with the dead heroes of antiquity,
something further reinforced by his founding of the Cangzhou Lodge of Wondrous
Remembrance (Cangzhou jingshe ⓺ᐔ㋴㡃) near the site of his mother’s tomb.49
In this context, some may consider Zhu’s pronouncement of daotong as a strategic response to the dramatic insinuation of Buddhism into daily rites, a response
that brilliantly forged an association between his fledgling fraternity of daoxue and
that mythology of the sandai пԙ so prominently a part of received wisdom. While
others might insist that the daotong conception provided a mechanism for adjudicating, once and for all, the disputes between different groups of daoxue partisans. This
makes some sense but I suspect that the mythistorical invention was more likely a
creative counter to the local networks of patronage organized around ecstatic rites
of summoning for release of family dead from the maleficent grasp of demons of
the underworld.50 It may also have been the troubling conjunction of metropolitan
intrigue and the popularity of “heterodox” doctrines that inspired Zhu to mark the
founding of the Cangzhou jingshe on the thirteenth day of the lunar month in 1194
with a sacrifice to Kongzi in which he offered the daotong as a gift to the sage. But,
the principal problem, as I see it, was not politics and sectarianism. Rather, it was
the forgetfulness explicit in the obvious rupture of a transmission that Zhu presumed had once been continuous and which he knew he was piously inventing
anew.

48 Zhuzi yulei 3.47: அφӰҁ↱ҕθу⸛典兺ᮙੜϋᴦφരᱥᮙȾ৾அφᆆᆡ⾣⽶θমᴿ
Ṳ㘻θྸϋᴦφ⮘ㄕᆆᆡᱥ㻉ݾҁ≙ȾԌ≙䴌ᮙθԌṯ൞䙏㼗χⴗެ䃖ᮢθࡽӜ㜳લ
ਢᗍԌ≙㚐൞↚Ⱦྸ≪⌘⁙θᗂ≪䶔ࢃ≪θᗂ⌘䶔ࢃ⌘θ❬䙐ਠᱥж≪⌘Ⱦᆆᆡҁ≙᯲
㻉㘹ҁ≙θӜᱥྸ↚ȾԌ䛙ㆽ⮬с㠠ᮙҼθ❬Ԍṯ൞䙏㼗χṯᰘ൞↚θ৾㜳ᕋ㚐ᗍԌ
䛙≙൞↚Ⱦ

49 On the founding of the Cangzhou jingshe, which was also known as the Zhulin jingshe
ㄯ᷍㋴㡃, see the transcript of Zhu’s report to Kongzi, “Cangzhou jingshe gao xiansheng
wen,” ⓺ᐔ㋴㡃ݾ㚌ᮽ, in Zhuzi wenji 86.1548.1. See also Tillman 2004, 503–504.
50 On Rites of Summoning for Investigation (kaozhao fa 㘹ਢ⌋), see Davis 2001, 96–102,
198–199.
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Stating his intention to retire from active service, Zhu summons his master,
Kongzi, through sacrifice51 and reports (gao) his discovery of the dao legacy:
“Text of the Cangzhou Lodge of Wondrous Remembrance Report to the First Sage”
Latter day student, Zhu Xi, I dare to entreat the Former and Ultimate Sage, Monarch of the Promotion of Culture. Let us celebrate the dao legacy [extending] far
back to Fu Xi and Huang Di! Its achievements were all assembled by the Original
Sage [Kongzi], who transmitted the ancient [teachings] and gave instructions, setting
the standards for 10,000 generations. His 3,000 disciples were transformed as if [his
instructions] had been a timely rain. Only Yan Hui and Zeng Zi were able to obtain
their lineage (qizong ެᇍ). It was not until Zisi and Yu that this legacy was made
more lustrous and great. Since then, subsequent followers lost the true transmission
in the process of teaching and receiving. The legacy remained in abeyance for more
than 1,000 years. What Zhou [Dunyi] and the Cheng Brothers learned and taught
was that the myriad patterns (wanli 㩢⨼) have a single origin (yiyuan ж). As for
Shao [Yong], Zhang Zai, Sima [Guang], while their studies bore through disparate
paths they all arrived at the same conclusions about the way (dao 䚉). They guided
us later generations, as if we were moving from a dark night to the dawning of a new
day. When I was a child, I received instruction because of my deficiencies [while] in
my youth I received instruction from average teachers. [But] in my later years I met
those who had the dao. Sometimes bowing down and at others looking above in
reverential pose, and even though there is but silence, I believe that it is because of
the miraculous efficacy of the sky (tianzhiling ཟҁ䵾) above, that we are fortunate
that nothing [of this legacy] was lost. Now, I am old and retired and those of similar
appreciations have gathered here with me to build this lodge. When we first estab51 Zhu was very practiced at sacrifice, of course, and devoted much to the particular ritual
theatrics of the cult of the dead in the Zhuzi jiali ᵧᆆᇬ. The jiali has been translated
by Patricia Ebrey (1991) and many have commented on its effect on popular practice.
However, Ebrey’s implicit reading of the rites as a kind of enforced constraint by elites is
interpretively problematic in its two-tiered (high and low culture) segregation of popular
religious practice. Furthermore, this reading of Song quotidian never gets at the relations
that obtain between sacrifice and prayer, an area that requires considerable investigation
in the “cult of the worthies,” the founding of jingshe ㋴㡃, and the practice of the ancestor
cult. A good start on treating this problem may be found in Lieber and Harlow 2001,
1453: “Ritual sacrifices were offered in the sanctuary in the wilderness. Yet the Torah
prescribes virtually no prayers, blessings, or verbal formulas for recitation during the sacrificial ritual…Individuals came to pray, and at various occasions prayer gatherings were
held within its precincts. None of this, however, was linked to the sacrifices… Verbal
forms of worship developed at the same time that sacrificial rituals were practiced.
Prayers became the sacrifices of our lips; sacrifices became non-verbal prayers. (emphasis mine)
Neither was considered acceptable if the individual was insincere […]. Once the Temple
was established in Jerusalem, silence was overcome.”
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lished residence, [I] explored the headwaters and sought the roots of [the lineage] because I did not dare obscure it. Commencing to offer libation in order to report to
you [Kongzi] on this [lodge] and prize its illustrious summoning of the ascending
and descending spirits to this place [I hope they] will bless [us] generously with illumination. Faithfully and indefatigably [we] will transmit [this legacy], without interruption, to those following in the future. As it is an auspicious day, I will lead the assembled students in celebration, performing the rite of offering food (shicai 䠁㨒) [to
the spirits of the sages and teachers]: the First Teacher, Duke of Yan, the family of
Yan [Hui] Lord of Cheng, the family of Zeng [zi], Lord of Jiangshui, Kong clan,
Duke of Zou Kingdom, and the family of Meng [Ke] accompanied by Mr. Lianxi
Zhou, Messers Mingdao Cheng, and Yichuan Cheng, Mr. Kangjie Shao, Mr.
Hengqu Zhang, Wen Kingdom Sima Wen [and] Mr. Yanping Li. Please receive
these food offerings!52

The opening address of the report begins with the grandest of Kongzi’s official titles,
Xiansheng zhi sheng wenxuan wang ݾ㚌㠩㚌ᮽᇙ⧁. In using this title Zhu was taking what had been officially conferred on the sage by the government, but he construed that relationship as private, being conducted through prayer and intercession
of the sort that was a distinctive new trend of the educated elites of the Southern
Song. The location of this prayer and sacrifice, at the site of his mother’s tomb, reinforces the lineal connections Zhu channels here.53 This is a report to the spirits of
the dead, just as was the original telling ritual (gao) of the Shang, in which the ruling
king would report to the dead kings of his agnatic line in the context of the pyromancy and sacrifice essential to efficacious intercession.
We may characterize Zhu’s behavior as “religious” but it was quite common to
the everyday among the inspired forces circulating in the ambient space of Fujian.
Zhu is not talking here about study or any of the litany of scholarly concerns with
which he was occupied. Instead, this report, like virtually all those recorded in the
Zhuzi wenji, is a reassurance to his ancestor and master that conveys his trepidation
about the near abandonment of the lines of family symmetry that bound him and
his followers to the lineage of Kongzi and, in turn, to the essential mysteries of high-

52 Zhu Xi, “Cangzhou jingshe gao xiansheng wen” ⓺ᐔ㋴㡃ݾ㚌ᮽ (in: Zhuzi wenji
86.1548.1): ᗂᆮθᵧ⟯θᮘᱣ᯲ݾ㚌㠩㚌θᮽᇙ⧁Ⱦᚣ᜕䚉㎸䙰㠠㗨䔈!䳼ཝᡆݷኢݹ
㚌䘦ਚම䁉㩢ь֒ぁȾпॹެᗈौ㤛ᱸ䴞Ⱦ㏣亊ᴳ≅۩ᗍެᇍȾ䙤ᙓ䕵ⴀԛݿཝȾ㠠ᱸ
ᗂਙ㙩ཧⵕॹᴿ低ᒪѹᴦᴿ㒲Ⱦઞぁᦾ㩢⨼жȾᴦ䛫ᴦᕫ⡦ਮ俢θᆮ䴌⇀䖃䚉ࡽ
ੂ↮شȾᡇᗂӰྸདྷᗟᰜȾ⟯ԛࠗ䲁ቇ㫏㗟ᯯѣ䶗ᑮᑡȾᲐ䙘ᴿ䚉Ⱦ䔿䪐䔿Ԧθ䴌ᵠᴿ㚔
䌪θཟҁ䵾ᒮ❗ཧ໒䙤Ⱦޯ䘶㘷ੂླ啄ּ㩳↚жю㗙ȾቻՀθခ᧘᧞ᵢᮘᱝȾࡓྖԛ
ᓾቐެᱣṲ䲕䲃ᓣ↘ᡇݿ᱄Ⱦ۩ҁᯯּ≮≮❗᮷ȾԀԛਿᰛθ䅯⦽䄮⭕ᚣؤ䠁㨒ҁ
ԛݾᑡޢുތ亊≅䜋ץᴴ≅⊸≪ץᆊ≅䝈ുޢᆕ≅䞃☉ⓠઞ⭕ݾ᱄䚉ぁ⭕ݾՀᐓぁ⭕ݾᓭ
ㇶ䛫⭕ݾᕫു⭕ݾਮ俢ᮽ↙ޢᔬᒩᶄ⭕ݾȾᗔ⽶ቐ侍έ

53 For the significance Zhu Xi attached to his mother’s gravesite, see Tillman 2004, 496.
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est antiquity. The dynamic should be familiar as that of the gan/ying  reciprocity of cosmology while the script of the shicai 䠁㨒 sacrifice is drawn directly from
the Liji 䁎.54
For Zhu Xi, the endurance of the message of these reports is critical but the
words are not enough of a hedge against forgetting, for so many in his own day remained, in his estimation, ignorant of the dao. Peculiar as it may seem, Zhu was
reassuring Kongzi that he had discovered the lost thread of the Master’s teaching,
which he had received from highest antiquity. Text criticism gave way in this instance to metaphysics, or rather, cult, specifically the cult of the dead. Now Zhu
was prepared to rededicate himself to its episodic transmission, but in taking it up as
he did, he commemorated his daotong against a backdrop of forgetting, and against
possible claimants from other traditions.
He was made clean by what Kongzi had asked of him and, through sacrifice,
Zhu pledged his fellow ru like Sima Guang ਮ俢( ݿ1019–1086) to a broad culturally-purifying enterprise. These were concerns that animated Zhu, and that, I would
wager, put flesh on the skeleton of his li/qi psychic cosmology; they may also provide one reason he grew increasingly intolerant of other contemporary traditions.
Having invented a cult of supreme privilege, Zhu charged himself and his disciples
with the preservation of cultural heritage against the rising tide of popular devotion
to the yiduan ⮦ㄥ or “heterodoxy” of popular Buddhist and Daoist cults. Sectarianism was the inevitable consequence of such a charge and once Zhu and the epigones
of his daoxue teaching were officially installed in the imperial Kongmiao ᆊᔕ (as
they were at various times beginning in 1241 through to 1911), the closely drawn
circle of ancestors and worthies, real and imagined, would provide an effective
mechanism for persecution by latter-day officials in defense of “orthodoxy.”

4 Zhu Xi and the Conjunction of Folklife and Philosophy
The spirit of the shaman while possessed is the spirit, which has descended into the
shaman’s body. […] In antiquity, shamans were used to bring down spirits. When
the spirit descended, it was embodied in the shaman [who] assumed her beautiful
form and fine raiment. [At this moment] the body was the shaman, but the mind
was the spirit.55

54 Liji zhengyi, vol. 1, 393.2. Morohashi (1977, vol. 11, 11952) offers that shicai referred to
sacrificial rites conducted at schools in recognition of “the first sage and the first teacher”
(Kongzi). The ceremony, usually preceded by a period of ritual purification and ablution,
was conducted in the spring and consisted of a vegetable offering.
55 Zhu Xi, Chuci jizhu, 30: 䄸⾔䲃᯲ᐡҁ䓡㘻ҕȾ[…] ਚ㘻ᐡԛ䲃⾔θ⾔䲃㙂䁍᯲ᐡȾࡽ㿁
ެ䋂ҁ㗄㙂ᵃҁླθ㬁䓡ࡽᐡ㙂ᗹࡽ⾔ҕȾ
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In 1198, two years before his death and under withering attacks on his character
and fellowship, Zhu Xi rewrote his prefaces to the Zhongyong ѣᓮ and the Daxue
ཝᆮ. The most significant of these is the preface to his recension of Centrality and
Commonality (Zhongyong zhangju xu ѣᓮㄖਛᓅ), in which he advanced an unambiguous and provocative vision of daotong. In this final version of the Preface he
makes a bold claim for the legitimacy of his understanding, one conceived and written in the language of prayer, sacrifice, and reports to Kongzi. Drawing directly on
the language of his sacrifice at Cangzhou, Zhu seeks to account for the manner in
which he has come into possession of a precious, textual cum familial grasp of the
dao:
How was it that the Zhongyong was made? Master Zisi ᆆᙓ, anxious that the transmission of the learning of the way would be lost, composed it. Once the sages and
spirits of high antiquity set up the heavenly ordained ultimate, then the transmission
of the legacy of the way came automatically. It is manifest in the Classics in the
phrase “sincerely grasp the mean” and constituted Yao’s  succession to Shun 㡒.
The saying “the human mind is precarious; the dao mind is subtle; it is pure and singular; sincerely grasp the mean” constituted Shun’s succession to Yu . Yao’s single
phrase addition made the legacy complete and comprehensive... It is said that the
mind’s vacuity (xinzhixu ᗹҁ㲑) singulary [contains] spiritual presence (ling 䵾) and
consciousness (zhijue ⸛㿰). Yet, I believe that there is a difference between the human mind and the dao mind: one is made from the selfishness of physical forms,
while the other originates from the rectitude of the nature’s decree. This is why
those who have consciousnesses are not alike. Thus one mind is precarious and unsettled, while the other is subtle, hard to see or hear. However, everyone has physical form so that even the wisest have the human mind; everyone has this nature, so
that even the most dimwitted have the dao mind. The two are brought together
within the space of a square inch, so if you do not know how to rule them, then the
precarious becomes more precarious and the subtle more subtle, thus in the end the
impartiality of heaven’s pattern will be unable to subdue the selfishness of human
desire…Yao, Shun, and Yu were the greatest sages of the world, and their transmission of the ministry of the world was their greatest achievement. So if at this juncture of the greatest sages in the universe accomplished its greatest achievement with
the use of merely the Heavenly principle of the [Da Yu mo] how could anything be
added to it? From this time forward various sages have passed on the responsibility
of [this achievement] such as Cheng Tang ᡆ⒥, Wen ᮽ, and Wu ↜ [who transmitted it] as jun ੑ; Gao 㠥, Tao 䲬, and Yi Հ transmitted it to [Duke of] Zhou ઞ and
[Duke of] Zhao ਢ as chen 㠙. They all maintained that this succession was the dao
legacy transmission. Like my master [Kongzi], although he did not get a position [as
did the others] because he continued the teachings of the sages and opened the way
for future study his accomplishment was as worthy as that of Yao and Shun. However, from that time those who understood the teaching were only the Yan 亅 [Hui]
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family branch and the Zeng ᴴ [Zi] family branch, [so] they received the transmission of their [Yao and Shun’s] lineage (qizong ެᇍ). By the time the Zeng family further transmitted the legacy to [my] Master’s grandson, Zisi, the Sages were remote
and other different doctrines [other Zhanguo teachings] arose. Zisi feared that with
time the tradition would lose purity, so he inferred the ideas of the original transmission from Yao and Shun on down, and gave them substance by adding as illustrations the words he heard daily from his father and teacher, composed this book
[Centrality and Commonality] to instruct later students. […] From Zisi [the legacy]
was transmitted over two generations to Mengzi ᆕᆆ, who was able to understand
this book and to be faithful to the legacy of the first sage maintaining the tradition.
But, at his death, the transmission was lost. Thus, the endurance of our way depended solely on the phrases and graphs of this text. Still, other theories arose overnight and flourished as the disciples of Lao[zi] 㘷 and Buddha ֑ arrived. Because
their doctrines resembled that of [the learning of] pattern (lixue ⨼ᆮ), truth was
overcome by massive chaos. Therefore, we are fortunate that this book was not
lost.56

In short, Zhu’s Preface is simply an elaborate confirmation in print of the efficacy
of his earlier sacrifice of 1194. Yet, here he invents de novo a textual history that
affords the possibility of episodic transmission, casting it back to the time of the
sages and culture heroes. As he pointed out often, the sages had no texts; these began with Kongzi. The sages lived in illo tempore, in an arcadia where words were
deeds and action was tacitly understood. In antiquity the immediacy of event and
experience banished the prospect of writing and so the sages’ agency was immediate
and their language oral:

56 Sishu jizhu, 19–20: Zhu Xi, “Zhongyong zhangju xu” ѣᓮㄖਛᓅ: ѣᓮ⛰㙂֒ҕϋᆆᙓᆆ
ី䚉ᆮҁཧެ۩㙂֒ҕȾ㠠рਚ㚌⾔㒲ཟᾫθ㙂䚉㎧ҁ۩ᴿ㠠ּ⸙Ⱦެ㿁᯲㏉θࡽćݷ
อѣθć㘻ҁᡶԛᦾ㡒ҕȾćӰᗹ᜕ধθ䚉ᗹ᜕ᗤθ᜕㋴᜕жθݷอѣć㘻θ㡒ҁ
ᡶԛᦾҕȾҁж䀶θ㠩⸙θⴗ⸙έ㬁్䄌ҁφᗹҁ㲑䵾⸛㿰θж㙂ᐨ⸙Ⱦ㙂ԛ⛰ᴿӰ
ᗹθ䚉ᗹҁ⮦㘻θࡽԛެᡌ⭕᯲ᖘ≙ҁ⿷θᡌ᯲ᙝળҁ↙Ⱦ㙂ᡶԛ⛰⸛㿰㘻уੂȾᱥԛ
ᡌধ↼㙂уᆿθᡌᗤ࿏㙂䴙㿁㙩Ⱦ❬Ӱ㧡уᴿᱥᖘ᭻䴌рᲰу㜳❗ӰᗹχӜ㧡уᴿᱥᙝθ
᭻䴌сᝐу㜳❗䚉ᗹȾӂ㘻䴒᯲ᯯሮҁ䯉θ㙂у⸛ᡶԛ⋱ҁθࡽধ㘻ধθᗤ㘻ᗤθ㙂
ཟ⨼ҁޢঈ❗ԛओཡӰⅨҁ⿷⸙ĊཡȽ㡒Ƚθཟсҁཝ㚌ҕȾԛཟс۩θཟсҁཝ
ӁҕȾԛཟсҁཝ㚌θ㺂ཟсҁཝӁθ㙂ެᦾҁ䳑зምᡈθу䚄ྸ↚Ⱦࡽཟсҁ⨼θ
䉾ᴿԛ᯲ࣖ↚૿ϋ㠠ᱥԛּθ㚌㚌ᢵφ㤛ᡆ⒥θᮽθ↜ҁ⛰ੑχⳁ䲬θՀθڻθઞθਢ
ҁ⛰㠙ȾᰘⲼԛ↚㙂ཡ䚉㎧ҁ۩Ⱦ㤛ੴཡᆆθࡽ䴌уᗍެփθ㙂ᡶԛ㒲ᖶ㚌䯁ּᆮެࣕ
ਃᴿ䌘᯲丼㘻Ⱦ❬⮬ᱥᱸθ㿁㙂⸛ҁ㘻θ᜕亅≅θᴴ≅ҁ۩ᗍެᇍȾᴴ≅ҁ߃۩θ㙂
ᗟᗍཡᆆҁᆡᆆᙓθࡽৱ㚌䚖㙂⮦ㄥ䎭⸙Ⱦᆆᙓᠲཡѻ㙂ཧެⵕҕθ᯲ᱥ᧞ᵢ㡒ԛ
ּ۩ҁᝅθ䌠ԛᒩᰛᡶ㚔⡬ᑡҁ䀶θᴪӈ╊㒯θ֒⛰↚ᴮθԛ䂊ᗂҁᆮ㘻Ċ㠠ᱥ㙂৾߃
۩ԛᗍᆕ≅θ⛰㜳᧞᱄ᱥᴮθԛᢵݾ㚌ҁ㎧θެ⋈㙂䙸ཧެ۩✿Ⱦࡽੴ䚉ҁᡶᇺу䏀҄
䀶䃔ᮽᆍҁ䯈θ㙂⮦ㄥҁ䃠ᰛ᯦ᴾⴑθԛ㠩᯲㘷֑ҁᗈ࠰Ⱦࡽᖂ䘇⨼㙂ཝҸⵕ⸙Ⱦ❬㙂ቐ
ᒮ↚ᴮҁу⌥Ⱦ
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When the Ancients began elementary learning, they already knew most things;
when later they undertook the great learning they simply executed this moral effort.
People today are not yet able to comprehend this.57

Forgetfulness, a measure of the distance between heroes and men, myth and history,
made sagely action precarious to transmission and so writing emerged. (Perhaps this
is one reason Zhu Xi insisted on reading texts aloud.) Memory and forgetting are
undecidably linked in Zhu’s mind, so vulnerable is the mean to loss, however, that
he entrusts it to a sequence of titles datable to high antiquity but current in his own
day. Descent is the conceptual foundation here, repeatedly affirmed by Zhu’s frequent use of chuan ۩, “handed down,” “passed on,” and especially the reference to
qizong ެᇍ, “their lineage.” Two aspects of this marvelous familial conception are
worthy of note. First, the patriarchs of daotong, the sages of antiquity, are presented
in descending order of chronology and official status. Yao, Shun, and Yu are all
dasheng ཝ㚌, “great sages,” while Cheng Tang, and Kings Wen and Wu are jun,
“lords.” Following the jun, there are Zhou and Zhao both of whom are chen, “ministers.”
Beginning with Kongzi, all subsequent “agnates” do not inherit appointment, although they do get daotong and serve as “teachers,” shi ᑡ or, “masters,” fuzi ཡᆆ.
Much like the popular deities who preside over the different strata of the Buddhist
underworld, all of whom are officials, the hallowed xiansheng ݾ㚌 and xianwang ݾ
⧁ each possessed official title, their emolument being inclusion in this twelfthcentury register of descent. What is even more intriguing about this reproduction of
the larger official world in this highly sectarian sacred transmission, is that the rungs
on the ladder of station bear labels of the nobiliary ranks – chen, jun, shi, fuzi –
common not to the Song, but from the time of the Warring Kingdoms.
Secondly, the entire genealogy – like most all genealogies produced in the Song’s
shixi craze – is an elaborate conceit, a story. The original moment of the transmission is particularly suspect for it employs a patrimonial logic of ascription to describe transmission by merit. Marcel Granet (1884–1940) exploded this mythology
long ago when he demonstrated that a strict, and therefore false, conception of primogeniture had perpetuated a myth of succession by merit.58 But Granet matters
not one wit in this instance, for this alternating transmission between heir and sage
comprised the world-picture of Zhu’s day – a mythistory.
To be sure, the Yao, Shun, and Yu transmission was not exemplary of zongfa ᇍ
⌋, indeed, it was in flagrant contravention of what in Zhu Xi’s time was known
from the kinglists of the Shiji and the Zhushu jinian ㄯᴮ㌶ᒪ about both Shang and
57 Zhuzi quanshu 1.1b–2a, Zhuzi yulei 7.124: ਚӰ㠠ޛቅᆮᱸθᐨ㠠⸛䁧ཐӁҼȾ㠩ޛཝᆮ
ᱸθਠ㾷↚ڐᐛཡȾԀӰޞᵠᴴ⸛↚Ⱦ

58 Granet 1953, 65–87.
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Zhou succession. Thus, Zhu’s daotong was subject to the same criticism as that leveled against Ouyang Xiu ↆ䲳( ؤ1007–1072) and Su Xun 㰽⍫ (1009–1066) for composing genealogies that reached back only four or five generations: their intention
was to glorify the present by genealogical citation, not genuinely to honor the ancient dead.
Zhu intended to glorify the dead while also legitimating, once and for all, his
singular conception of the ru tradition.59 Moreover, political events at court from
1188 to 1191, involving Zhu Xi and concerning his tenure as Prefect of Zhangzhou
(1190–1191), put him in a besieged mentality. Beginning with his condemnation of
Tang Zhongyou Ԩਁ (1131?–1183?) to the emperor in 1181, Zhu was dogged by
political crises at the southern Song capital that intensified following the accession
of Supreme Lord Guangzong ݿᇍ (r. 1189–1194) in 1189. In ill health and wishing
to avoid the growing factionalism that had already consumed the Supreme Lord
Xiaozong ᆓᇍ (r. 1162–1189), someone who previously had sought his wise counsel, Zhu Xi declined imperial appointments with shameless frequency, convinced
now, as he told one of his students, “that political life was totally corrupt.”
His retreat to local life was in synch with the practices of many elites of his era;
the culture of local shrine construction and dedication followed from this as well.
Ellen Neskar notes that this localist strategy began in the mid-twelfth century, but
that Zhu devoted himself increasingly to the creation of new, inspired patronage
complexes via shrines to exemplary figures (shrines to worthies) as well as to the
anointed members of the daotong (transmission shrines).60 In this way he was marking the rural landscape by a pilgrimage of shrine construction and shrine restoration
while also countering other networks of ecstatic influence.
The Zhongyong preface’s compelling vision of a heroic medieval appropriation
of the dao of Yao and Shun, might, in this context, be considered a powerful reagent to dissolve weighty sediment of an accumulating anti-daoxue criticism. More
than this; however, the invocation of zong itself contained an enormous antiinstitutional thrust especially in a time when, ideologically speaking, it was assumed
that official appointment predicated upon the objective criteria of examination success was the norm. Daotong resembled a reaction-formation, in Freud’s sense,
against the expanding presence of devotional cults and worship of tutelary deities
that were immensely popular and, from Zhu’s perspective, sometimes illicit. As
well, it was a defiant gesture against an increasingly authoritarian, encroaching state,

59 It seems to me that it was in Zhu Xi’s jingshe dedications and his shrine inscriptions siwen
⾖ᮽ of the mid-1190s that he obtained the language needed to reconcile an episodic textual transmission of the sixteen-graph axiom from the “Counsels of Yu” with the family
metaphor in which it was encased.
60 Neskar 1993, 157–206.
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which took particular interest in the inauguration of cults, shrines, and temples,
registering as approved those admitted into the Sacrificial Statutes (sidian ⽶ޮ).
Given this, it makes one wonder how the cult of daoxue so construed could be recognized as legitimate in the eyes of the government’s own sidian. It is this contentious world-picture of an agnatic transmission of doctrine over a breathtaking expanse of time and space that must concern us now as it calls for a reconsideration of
Zhu Xi as classical philosopher and redactor of texts.

5 Qi and the “One Square Inch” Universe
The textual transmission of the Zhongyong, fortified through Zhu’s private descent
claim, removed antiquity (gu ਚ) from the realm of public appeal; it was personalized, transmitted only through the living links cited by Zhu, and which were rehearsed in the daily rites of jingshe life as well as the textually reconstructed conversations of the Yulei. One way of reading the tension between the sinographs and the
lineage they create is to see Zhu Xi as reconfiguring the function of the text as to
overcome the limitations of the printed word. A genealogical conception of this
sort goes far in establishing a definitive claim against diverse intellectual traditions of
one’s era; however, this is in my reading a secondary consequence. In light of the
reports he made to Kongzi and Mengzi in the last decade of his life, I would urge a
more personal, possessive significance for this urgently rewritten preface of 1198.
Clans are bound generation to generation by the blood, bone, and sinew of affines
and agnates; Zhu’s use of zong is more than figurative. The politics of the genealogy
– whether or not it was intentional – ensures that no single tradition lying outside
Zhu’s claim could assert authentic recovery of the essential teaching of high antiquity. Moreover, the exclusive access to antiquity’s legacy of dao was framed within a
narrative of loss, the failure of norms to be transmitted in public practice and to be
remembered by later generations. But, this legacy was redeemable, situated as it was
in the space of one square inch – the heart.
Understanding this, modern intellectual historians of a religiously unmusical
bent must wonder how Zhu construed the metaphysics of his inspired genealogy
with its cultic sacrifices to Kongzi and the masters of the Northern Song. Or how it
was that he reconciled a rational, dualistic metaphysics and his “superstitious” belief
in the efficacy of spirits. The query’s answer is immediately at hand because it is all
around us – qi, “vital vapor.” In response to a student’s question about the presence
of qi, the teacher explains:
Vital vapor (qi) is everywhere between sky and earth; the vital vapor of people is
constantly and uninterruptedly connected to the vital vapor of sky and earth. Although we don’t see it, whenever the human heart moves, it always reaches vital vaOE 49 (2010)
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por and interacts with that which comes and goes. It resembles a form of divination.61

These relations were dynamic; there was no ontological divide between living and
dead, rather a membrane the varying permeability of which was affected by the
attitude, posture, reverence (jing ᮢ) of the living. Cosmology has it that the soul is
dispersed after death and is combined with vital vapor, a condensed yet rarefied material constituting the stuff of the living universe. All living things are made from
this generative substance and, thus, the spirits (shen ⾔) of the dead also partake in it.
Consequently, the dead are never gone, and as a result the sense of loss that accompanies death is negated, yet preserved along the magic current of continuity joining
living and dead.
It is my contention that the open architecture of the self, constituted out of universal energy and in dynamic interchange with a sensuous world, was generated
from the ancient choreography and conception of the cult of the dead. Specifically,
it was made from the practice of xiao ᆓ or filiality, one of the primary virtues of
the Chinese person, a virtue known, like a gravitational field, only by its effects, the
most significant of which was caring for the dead. It was concrete, embodied, not
vague. As Zhu comments in response to additional queries from his perplexed students:
When a man dies, although his vital vapor eventually returns to a dispersed state,
there is also some part that is not dispersed. Therefore sacrifice has the capacity to
reach and move the ancestor. Whether the vital vapor of the ancestor of a generation
far removed still exists or not, it is not possible to know. However, as the person
who offers the sacrifice is his descendant, their vital vapor must be the same, and
therefore it is possible to stimulate and penetrate the ancestor.62

When one reads Zhu’s invocations alongside these exchanges with his students on
the subject of ghosts and spirits (gui, shen), and has in mind the ontology of medieval China in which qi is the constitutive force of the universe, the prospects for
communion with a spirit that is not one’s ancestor come into focus. According to
Zhu Xi, all one must do is stimulate  the spirit by reverence. Death generates
elaborate responsibility for descendents. Most salient in these responsibilities is the

61 Zhuzi yulei 3.34: ཟ൦䯉❗䶔≙ȾӰҁ≙㠽ཟ൦ҁ≙ᑮθ❗䯉ᯭθӰ㠠у㿁ȾӰᗹᢃ
ऋθᗻ䚊᯲≙θ㠽䙏ቾծᖶּ㘻䙐Ⱦ

62 Zhuzi yulei 3.43: ❬Ӱ↱䴌㍸↮᯲ᮙθ❬Ӝᵠᮙⴗθ᭻⾣⽶ᴿṲҁ⨼Ⱦݾ㻉ь⅗䚖㘻θ
≙ҁᴿ❗уਥ⸛Ⱦ❬ཿ⾣ᶭ㘻ᰘᱥԌᆆᆡθᗻㄕਠᱥж≙θᡶԛᴿ䙐ҁ⨼ȾThe talk
here about stimulating the answer is grounded in the ontic reciprocity conception of
gan/ying. Earnest prayer and intercession from petitioning agnates may draw out the ancestor, the gan of the living’s intercession inviting the ying of the spirits.
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act of feeding the dead (xiao ᆓ),63 that term which in the Lunyu means filial respect
for one’s living parents. If the dead are not offered food and nourishment in proper
ritual deference, if they are ignored, then they may mutate into ghosts, hungry
ghosts. The suffering caused by neglect will inevitably provoke maleficent intervention on the living by the afflicted ghost. This is the cosmogony of the Chinese
moral universe: a ceaseless dialectic of suffering (that of the family who loses a loved
one and that of the ancestors who are no longer embodied) and relief produced
through the periodic attentive detail of sacrifice and prayer or if necessary spirit possession and exorcism.
In its proper attitude of reverence the mind instinctively responds to its master
(zhu ѱ) and recovers the genuine transmission. The dao legacy was sustained at the
level of reflection as a transmission imagined. Hearts and minds could be linked
across millennia, for they were constituted out of a qi which might disperse but is
not destroyed and the link, if not as personal, was at least as powerful as that of
blood descent. The logic of transmission of daotong is more akin to the special lines
of sympathy that join the living and the dead in the ancestral cult as can be seen in
this exchange from the Yulei:
Although (their) ancestors’ qi has dispersed, this pattern of yin 䳧 and yang 䲳
provides for birth and reproduction without cessation. Although the ancestors’
spirit and hun 典 and po 兺 souls have dispersed, nevertheless, the spirit and the hun
and po souls of the descendants naturally have some relation to their ancestors.
Therefore, when they perform sacrifice with sincerity and reverence, they are able
to communicate with their ancestors’ hun and po souls. These [phenomena] are hard
to explain. [Descendants] recognize that [their ancestors’ souls] have already dispersed and that they have all vanished completely. [Still] they can exhaustively exert
their integrity and reverence and thereby achieve contact [with their ancestors] because their principle is right here.64

Zhu’s reliance on agnatic imagery is not a mere metaphor by which he illuminates
the difference between genuine (zhen ⵕ) and false (jia )ٽ. Rather, the family/clan is
a figurative predication of the transmission of the ancients’ words. More than a
conceit, the qi of his cultural ancestors provides a mortal immortality. The root,
metaphorically referring to the sincerity (cheng 䃖) of the descendants’ worship of
their ancestor, is formed in the heart and grows out into the practices of the faithful.
This is a language of sinographic immediacy, not merely of the clan, but of the very
physicality of the body. Zhu’s rhetoric hints at a deeply personal refuge where, hav63 Knapp 1995, esp. 196–200.
64 Zhuzi yulei 3.46: ❬ެ≙䴌ᐨᮙθ䙏ㆽཟ൦䲦䲳ҁ⨼⭕⭕㙂уヤȾ㻉㘹ҁ㋴⾔典兺䴌ᐨᮙθ
㙂ᆆᆡҁ㋴⾔典兺㠠ᴿӑቅኢȾ᭻⾣ᶭҁⴗެ䃖ᮢθਥԛ㠪ᗍ㻉㘹ҁ典兺Ⱦ䙏ㆽ㠠
ᱥ䴙䃠Ⱦⵁᰘᮙᗂθжղ䜳❗ҼȾ㜳ⴗެ䃖ᮢθᴿṲθӜ㐙ᱥ⨼ᑮਠ൞䙏㼗ҕȾ
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ing transcended the text, one could converse with the immortals hearing firsthand
the words that were transcribed in the classics and later canonized.
The heart, “the space of one square inch,” was made of qi, and so it could be construed as a place where living and the dead might be joined. This may not appear to
us on the surface as a modern, philosophically defensible notion, but for Zhu,
whose troubled conscience could be assuaged with the promise of personal inspiration, it certainly was a rational one. Though the interpretive reflex incited by this
claim would emphasize sectarianism, I think the principal reason for Zhu’s appeal
to organic metaphors is his protective interest in a more immediate apprehension of
the dao. Responding to a student’s query about the location of li (“pattern”), the
implicit moral architecture of the cosmos, Zhu poignantly conveys the presumptions of an imagination that closed the space between himself and the ancient sages
in an allegory unconducive to texts:
All things have a heart (xin ᗹ) and within it must be empty. When preparing a pig or
chicken for the table one cuts open its heart [and] one can see this. The human heart is
identical. Only these empty places contain and preserve the infinite pattern of the dao
that fills heaven and earth and embraces past and present. Extending them [out] and
receiving [them back], [this pattern] covers heaven and covers earth. There is nothing
that does not come from this. It is for this reason that the human heart is mysterious.65

Such mystery as this could be fathomed only through regular intercourse and by
the hard work of caring for the physical space of the dead and the living. Ecology
grew from the surrounding matter and spirit and so it was that men like Zhu Xi
took great pains to employ geomancy to determine proper orientation of buildings,
shrines, schools, and for the careful translation of his parents’ remains and, most
notably, in determining the most favorable burial site for his eldest son.
The interval of time that has passed between this ritualized life and the present
day is sufficiently great to encumber our understanding of the mentalité of medieval
Chinese. Nevertheless, an enduring belief in qi enables us to cope with the encumbrance of time and our “modern” sentiment to bring near what seems far. Such belief may also help to explain such well-discussed dimensions of Zhu’s epistemological discourse as weifa ᵠ⌋/yifa ԛ⌋. More significantly it illuminates his insistence
on self-cultivation with an inner master (zhuzai ѱᇦ) who can be conjured via reverent submission in the state of “submerged nurturance” (hanyang ⏫佀) he believed
critical to the efficacy of “summoning things” (gewu Ṳ⢟).66
65 Zhuzi yulei 98.2514: ࠗ⢟ᴿᗹ㙂ެѣᗻ㲑θྸ伨伕ѣ䴔ᗹ䊢ᗹҁኢθ࠽䯁ਥ㿁ȾӰᗹӜ
❬Ⱦਠ䙏㲑㲋θऻ㰅䁧ཐ䚉⨼θᖂ㏮ཟ൦θ䂨ᤢਚԀθ᧞ᔙᗍּθ㬁ཟ㬁൦θ㧡у⭧
↚θ↚ᡶԛ⛰Ӱᗹҁ࿏↕Ⱦ

66 Mou Zongsan 1968, 292. This is a dimension of the argument that cannot be developed
sufficiently in the space remaining. Nonetheless, an investigation of the correspondence
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Coda
Putting aside the issue of Confucianism as a religion or as a unique bearer of the
cultural life of the Chinese, I suggest we disassociate Zhu Xi from the very legacy
from which he has been so closely identified for good and for ill. Rather, as I have
attempted in this essay, it benefits our understanding to place him in a dimmer, less
scrutable light – that of his own day and that of the world he actually shared with
the students of his fellowship, his friends, and those communities that he served as a
low-ranking official. What all these figures commonly held was what we as interpreters lack: sensitivity to the sensuous, to the vitality of their natural environment.
It was this sensitivity, this awareness outside of cognition, that accounted for Zhu
Xi’s belief in the efficacy of local magic: spirit possession, the summoning of the
dead through personation, the power of ghosts to demand service of the living, and
the credulity that he leant to supernatural phenomena. Scant attention has been
paid to the records of these beliefs even though they are prominent in the Zhuzi
yulei and the Zhuzi wenji. Ignoring the sensitivity to the natural rhythms of the
complementary lives of the visible and the invisible, because it is difficult to reconcile with our accepted mythistory of Zhu’s completion of Neo-Confucianism, has
hobbled all scholarly efforts to understand and explain his novel conception of
daotong or to account for its compelling power. Without this understanding of the
definitive links between the popular religious conception of his day, and a philosophical gambit to join latter-day followers to an extinguished tradition, daotong can
be no more than an exclusivist play for legitimacy among an increasingly rivalrous
coterie of reformist moral readings of the classical canon.
It is necessary to consider another way of narrating the story of Zhu’s intellectual life and legacy and to recognize how in doing so we could obtain a clearer understanding of the mythistories by means of which modern scholars have constructed and reconstructed an imperial Confucianism. Looking at this record from
an unaccustomed vantage may undermine the integrity of our presumed understanding of imperial Confucianism but it may, just as well, help us to understand
why it is that the intellectual history of imperial China has been told in the voice of
the Song and the timbre of Zhu Xi. As well, attention to this neglected context
opens new doors to the study of Zhu’s singularly imagined philosophical quest.

in 1170 between Zhu and Zhang Nanxian ᕫ䴙( ݾ1133–1180) on the topic of zhong ѣ
(equilibrium) and he ૂ (harmony) along with Zhu’s disquisition on jing (reverence) reveals a careful philosophical reconfiguration of the mind by means of the metaphors of
spirit possession. See Jensen, “Found and Lost in Tradition: Mythistories of Confucianism,” book ms., ch. 5.
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Imperial Confucianism, as has been considered in this essay, stands in productive
alliance with our 20th (and 21st) century commitment to understand and represent
the splendor of a grand intellectual tradition.67 But this Confucianism is not Zhu
Xi’s daoxue: plus c’est la même chose (that there is something nominally called ruxue
or Confucianism), plus ça change (take simply the few episodes retold in this essay)
and it is time for scholars to make better sense of the real, lived experience of our
subjects by relinquishing cherished myths in favor of a mythistory that may disclose the history of the conjunction of our world-pictures and those of figures in
whose name we have devoted ourselves to understanding. Thus, we may give the
pasts their due: China’s and our own.
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